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Optimization of activity, selectivity, and stability of

catalysts for practical application is a long-sought-

after goal. Recent progress in the advancement of

rational catalyst design routinely takes queues from

nature. Specifically, enzymes are renowned for their

high efficiency and selectivity in diverse and signifi-

cant reactions under mild conditions. Despite the

well-known merits of enzymes, they often remain

unsuitable for industrial catalysis due to issues, in-

cluding limited environment (solvent/temperature/

pH) compatibility, considerable structural uncertain-

ty, and highly specific reaction scopes. In the context

of bioinspired catalysis design, the development of

synthetic heterogeneous catalyst analogs, which

may not only mimic enzymes to reproduce or even

surpass their performance but also bypass their in-

trinsic limitations, is thus, desirable and has been

extensively studied in the context of porous materi-

als. Themetal–organic framework (MOF) is a superior

candidate for porous materials towards this goal,

thanks to facile and modular preparation, explicit

crystalline composition/structure, tunable pore

size/environment, and excellent stability. The intro-

duction of active molecular species such as bioactive

molecules (e.g., proteins, enzymes, peptides, amino

acids, porphyrins) and chemically active molecules

(e.g., frustrated Lewis pairs) into metal–organic fra-

meworks (MOFs) via pore encapsulation, chemical

postmodification, or bottom-up construction has

been shown to facilitate the cooperative enhance-

ment of catalysis through the enforcement of prox-

imity, enhancement of control/activity, and even

inducement of unexpected selectivity. In this minire-

view, we sought to summarize the last 5 years of

fruitful progress, exploiting MOFs housing active

molecules for substantial catalysis applications,

including asymmetric reactions, CO2 conversion

(reduction, cycloaddition), biocatalytic H2O2/dye

degradation, and so on, and discuss challenges and

opportunities in the prospective exploration of these

systems towards enzymemimicry and new-to-nature

catalysis.
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Introduction

The development of practical catalysts for highly effi-

cient and task-specific transformations under mild con-

ditions is a principal goal of catalysis research.1 Nature

provides a tremendous reservoir of systems catalyzing

critical transformations such as CO2 fixation, water oxi-

dation, and hydrogenation under ambient conditions.

These significant transformations are intrinsically accom-

plished by a vast number of active macromolecular spe-

cies (mainly enzymes), which are continually being

characterized and reported as composed of versatile

multimeric assemblies.2 Efforts to understand the high

efficiency and selectivity of these active catalysts have

laid the solid foundation of the modern chemical/

biochemical industry. Nonetheless, natural limitations,

including narrow effective temperature range, vulnera-

bility to the reaction environment, and requirement of

high-accuracy substrate-active site orientation have

largely hampered their practical usage.3–9 In this back-

ground, synthetic catalysts have been in intense demand.

Occurring as a prevalent theme, molecular catalysts

with bioinspired active sites are continually being pur-

sued, though the selectivity and reusability of catalysts

remain a significant challenge.10 As a promising answer to

this challenge, supramolecular catalysts have emerged as

a higher fidelity paradigm, resembling enzymes to a

closer extent with active sites protected within the cavi-

ty.11 Unfortunately, their relatively low flexibility and

stability, moreover, structural uncertainty, hinders mech-

anistic elucidation, achieving optimization. As a higher

stability alternative, porous polymers have proven super-

ior; however, their irregular pores and intractable crys-

tallinity similarly limit mechanistic elucidation. Given the

stated shortcomings of the aforementioned catalyst clas-

ses, catalysts built on porous crystalline materials such as

metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) appear to merge the

strengths of both while eliminating the undesirable char-

acteristics (Figure 1a,b). Indeed, the recent progress ob-

served over the last 5 years cements this motif as best

able to achieve enzymatic effectiveness as well as facili-

tate elucidation of structure-property correlations.

For the purpose of this minireview, we limit our discus-

sion to MOFs as the prototypical porous crystalline

material for housing active molecules as biomimetic

catalysts. To achieve enzymatic effectiveness, catalysts

with enzyme-mimicry of three types can be pursued:

(1) structural mimicry; (2) compositional mimicry; (3)

simultaneous structural and compositional mimicry.

Figure 1 | MOF catalysts (a) versus enzymes (b). Panel (b) reproduced with permission from ref 121. Copyright 2020

John Wiley & Sons, Inc. MOFs featuring robust structure, modifiable versatility, and controllable porosity are

indispensable merits for the construction of bioinspired catalysts in close proximity. MOF, metal–organic framework.
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We have focused mainly on the structural mimicry of

enzymes byMOF catalystswith in-pore active sites,which,

in some cases, are modified with functional sites in the

vicinity for establishing second-sphere interactions.

MOFs are a type of crystalline hybrid materials con-

structed from the dative linkage of metal ion/metal oxide

cluster nodes and organic linkers spanning variable mor-

phological dimensions, structures, and compositions.12 In

this way, MOFs not only resemble homogenous molecular

catalysts with high flexibility, tunability, and abundant

reactivity but also have the intrinsic advantages of hetero-

geneous catalysts; namely, superior separability, recycla-

bility, and stability. In general, the attraction and activation

of substrate by MOFs can be expected to be efficient

owing to their high surface energy. Of particular impor-

tance, MOFs typically possess periodic porosity with ex-

pansive pore sizes from micropores to mesopores and

have tunable pore environments. This allows MOF-based

catalysts to overcome the mass-transfer issues that are

usually endemic in irregular porosity polymers and zeolites

of small pore sizes and affords the additional benefit of

specific and tunable size-selective control over substrate

access. Furthermore, the confinement effect induced by

the periodic and ordered pore structure and the second-

sphere interactions enabled by the rational design of the

pore environment can further boost the reaction efficiency

and selectivity. Based on the merits endowed by their

morphologies and structures, MOFs have been deemed

a next-generation of heterogeneous catalysts.

MOFs are well known to facilitate catalysis through

flexible compositional manipulation. This has been

achieved by fully taking advantage of their modular

nature to intentionally introduce functionality on metal

nodes and/or organic ligands during/post MOF prepara-

tion, rendering MOFs capable of task-specific catalysis.

For example, given the variety of reactivity and superior

activity of molecular metal complexes in organic/organ-

ometallic chemistry, particularly noblemetal-based com-

plexes, the incorporation of active metal centers in MOF

structures has been extensively studied for crucial trans-

formations, including hydrogenation, C–H activation, and

even methane oxidation. Of note, all these metals are a

nonrenewable and limited resource, even though the

immobilized active metal sites on MOFs are recyclable,

in contrast with their homogenous enzyme-mimicking

counterparts. To overcome this constraint, and more

importantly, to enable artificial enzymatic conversion

under mild conditions, active molecular species, includ-

ing regenerable bioactive molecules and underdevel-

oped nonmetal-based chemically reactive entities have

been introduced into MOFs and have generated im-

mense interest.13 Naturally abundant and variable bioac-

tive molecules such as amino acids, peptides, proteins,

and enzymes have thus, largely expanded the composite

library. Meanwhile, frustrated Lewis pairs (FLPs), a bi-

functional combination of a bulky Lewis acid and a bulky

Lewis base, have emerged as a type of striking catalyst,

with the potential to realize challenging activation of

small molecules and C–H bonds under ambient condi-

tions.14–17 Furthermore, themajority of reportedmolecular

FLPs are composed of naturally abundant nonmetal/

main group elements, a valuable consideration for

deployment at scale, and have realized facile incorpo-

ration into MOFs, resulting in enzymatic-like catalytic

enhancement in addition to the advantages intrinsic to

heterogeneous materials.18 It has been demonstrated

that, after the introduction of catalytically active molec-

ular species into MOF hosts, the composite could retain

the guests’ activity, and enhance their thermal stability,

solvent tolerance, as well as shelf-life. In addition, this

paradigm enables the creation of versatile catalysts with-

out the uncertainty of assembling different functional

parts as is prevalent in multimeric enzymes. Apart from

the performance of the active molecular species them-

selves, the fusion with MOFs gives rise to a synergistic

effect, exhibiting novel performance beyond the consti-

tuents, thereby turning this kind of combination into a

cooperative catalyst. As a result, a multitude of catalysts

have been facilely prepared and diverse transformations

with a broader scope than the individual active molecular

entities have been realized. Exclusively, these catalysts

exhibit outstanding activity and selectivity due to host-

induced synergistic effects, confinement effects, and size

selectivity. MOFs with active molecular species have,

therefore, become a prevalent class of catalysts, attract-

ing tremendous interest from researchers in the fields of

functional materials, catalysis, medicinal chemistry, bio-

chemistry, and more.

This minireview presents the pioneering and continu-

ing progress (primarily over the last 5 years) in the design

and preparation of MOFs with active molecular species

for catalysis. We highlight pore encapsulation, chemical

postmodification, and bottom-up construction as easy

and operational methods that combine the individual

functionality of host and guest, resulting in the rational

design and modular synthesis of diverse and versatile

catalysts. Their crucial applications have also been

summarized considering the new host–guest catalysts’

applicability for industrially significant yet challenging

reactions, including the new-generation asymmetric ca-

talysis. Ongoing work and prospects in this direction are

discussed, with the hope of further inspiring researchers

worldwide towards the advancement of these materials

for practical applications in catalysis and beyond.

The Construction of Desirable
Catalysts of MOFs Housing Active
Molecular Species
Sustainable catalysis has become a forefront topic and

has fueled the development of novel heterogeneous
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catalysts. Nature has created renewable enzymes of

assembled functional entities formyriad transformations.

Crystallographic determination of enzymes and corre-

sponding mechanistic investigation by virtue of compre-

hensive contemporary techniques has shown the

essential role inside-cavity active sites and second-

sphere interactions play in achieving exceptional activity

and selectivity under biological conditions. In pursuit of

artificial catalysts with comparable, or even better per-

formance as enzymes, as well as enhanced reaction

environment compatibility, MOFs housing catalytically

activemolecular species, including regenerable bioactive

molecules and underdeveloped chemically reactive enti-

ties have emerged as an excellent prototype. The flexi-

bility of reticular chemistry facilitates the modular

construction of target catalysts; in total, three efficient

methods have been adopted to complete this task: pore

encapsulation, chemical postmodification, and bottom-

up construction (Figure 2a–c).

Pore encapsulation

Starting from their emergence, pore engineering of

MOFs has been a crucial subject, accounting for the

creation of permanent micropores (<2 nm), mesopores

(2–50 nm), and even macropores (>50 nm) within their

structures.19 Beyond the exciting performance using pris-

tine MOFs for catalysis, gas storage/separation, and wa-

ter remediation, the promising capacity for complex

materials associated with the incorporation of guest

species as a pore-size/environment modification and

functional mediator, provides the opportunity for the

development of novel catalysts to produce chemical

commodities to meet increasing global demand. As such,

physical interactions, including Van derWaals interaction

and electrostatic interaction, have been exploited to

rationalize and accelerate the introduction of active small

molecules and macromolecules into MOF pores.

Our group first reported the successful immobilization

of microperoxidase-11 (MP-11) into mesoporous Tb-

mesoMOF in 2011.20 Specifically, freshly synthesized

Tb-mesoMOF crystals, which possess hierarchical cavi-

ties of 3.9 and 4.7 nm diameter, were immersed in MP-11

(dimensions of about 3.3 × 1.7 × 1.1 nm) solution of 4-(2-

hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES)

buffer, and placed in an incubator at 37 °C. To validate

the successful incorporation of MP-11 and reveal the

corresponding mechanism, surface area measurement,

and single-crystal optical absorption spectroscopy were

conducted. N2 sorption isotherms measured at 77 K

showed that the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface

area of Tb-mesoMOF decreased from 1935 to 400 m2/g

after saturation with MP-11. Pore size distribution analysis

found that the pore size of the resultant sample was

mainly around 0.9 nm, accompanied by the disappear-

ance of primitive mesopores. These results indicated the

successful encapsulation of MP-11 into Tb-mesoMOF.

Meanwhile, it turned out that the absorption spectrum

of MP-11@Tb-mesoMOF exhibited a Soret band at

∼410 nm, while the corresponding Soret band of MP-11

Figure 2 | The strategy for constructing catalysts of MOF housing active molecular species. (a) Pore encapsulation.

Reproduced with permission from ref 21. Copyright 2012 ACS Publications. (b) Chemical postmodification. Repro-

duced with permission from ref 36. Copyright 2021 ACS Publications. (c) Bottom-up construction. Reproduced with

permission from ref 98. Copyright 2023 CCS Publications. MOF, metal–organic framework.
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in buffer solution was 400 nm. Thus, the interactions

between the trapped MP-11 molecules and the hydro-

phobic nanoscopic cages were revealed by means of a

bathochromic shift of the encapsulated MP-11 in the

Tb-mesoMOF. This work opened a new avenue for

encapsulating enzymes in MOFs for applications like

heterogenous biocatalysis and beyond. Moreover, this

research inspired numerous studies aimed at under-

standing the interactions between MOFs and active bio-

molecules, as well as their conformations inside MOFs,

which, in turn, has served to bolster the design of ad-

vanced composite materials and disclose the correlation

between structure and performance. To follow up, we

intended to ascertain the specific interactions stabilizing

MP-11,21,22 which might intrinsically distinguish MOFs from

the widely used amorphous porous materials such as

mesoporous silica. Therefore, Raman spectroscopy was

performed onMP-11@Tb-mesoMOF, MP-11, and Tb-meso-

MOF in the HEPES buffer. The results suggested the

existence of strong π···π interactions between the heme

and conjugated triazine and phenyl rings of the 4,4′,4″-s-

triazine-2,4,6-triyltribenzoate (TAPB) ligand in MP-11@

Tb-mesoMOF. Compelling evidence of this interaction

came from two peaks observed at 1317 and 1567 cm−1,

assigned to the C–H bending and C=C stretching modes

of the heme, respectively, which exhibited a redshift

compared with MP-11. Correspondingly, characteristic

vibrational peaks of 2,4,6-triamino-1,3,5-trinitrobenzene

(TATB) in MP-11@Tb-mesoMOF underwent obvious

shifts in contrast to Tb-mesoMOF, displaying signals at

990, 1054, 1409, and 1610 cm−1. Thus, the interactions

between the encapsulated enzyme guest and MOF host

were clearly unveiled.

To further query the spatial arrangement of active

biomolecules infiltrated in MOFs, we used the in situ

small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) technique

(Figure 3a–d).23 Unlike conventional spectroscopic anal-

ysis such as Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectros-

copy, solid-state UV–visible spectrophotometry, and

Raman spectroscopy provide indirect evidence. SANS

enabled high-resolution spatial mapping of guest mole-

cules, including biomolecules, within the porous matrix.

This was predicated on twofold preconditions: (1) SANS

has a resolution at length scales of ∼1 to 200 nm that

covers the diameter of catalytically bioactive molecules;

(2) it can minimize scattering interference from the ma-

trix by tuning scattering contrast of solvent with the

variation of deuterated and hydrogenated solvents. As

proof of concept, green fluorescent protein (GFP) was

chosen as a model entity and measured before and after

combination with water-stable MOF-919 via pore encap-

sulation. We started with the survey on matrix MOF-919.

Figure 3 | Featured characterization of d-GFP@MOF-919 catalysts. (a) Fluorescent microscopy images of MOF-919

before and after the inclusion of d-GFP (C1–C4) under bright field, fluorescence, and overlay. (b) SANS profiles of

d-GFP@MOF-919 (C1–C4) before (left) and after (right) the subtraction of MOF scattering at the contrast matching

point 50% D2O. (c) Experimental P(r) curves for d-GFP loaded in the MOF-919 (C1–C4). (d). Ab initio structure

reconstruction of C2 in the structure of MOF-919. Reproduced with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2023 Springer

Nature Limited. GFP, green fluorescent protein; MOF,metal–organic framework; SANS, small-angle neutron scattering.
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The hierarchical structures of MOF were reflected by

three regions accounting for its inhomogeneity and

ordered pore arrangement in the q-range of 0.0015 <
q < 0.5 Å−1. As neutron contrast depends on the isotopic

composition of scattering objects and surrounding me-

dia, a hydrogenated/deuterated water mixture was in-

troduced to saturate the MOF, aimed to identify the ideal

contrast matching point crucial to suppress the matrix

contrast from the composites and subsequently, high-

light the guest molecules. A 50% D2O volume ratio of the

mixture solvent was determined as an optimal point. The

SANS profile of MOF-919 in this mixture solvent wit-

nessed the disappearance of the signal at the high q

peaks and a considerable increase of background com-

pared with a dry sample and was attributed to the pene-

tration of water molecules into the accessible pores and

the incoherent scattering of H2O in the mixture solvent,

respectively. Switching to the study on GFP@MOF-919,

deuterated-GFP (d-GFP) rather than hydrogenated-GFP

(h-GFP) was adopted to increase its contrast to matrix

MOF. SANS measurement on d-GFP@MOF-919 samples

with different loading amounts of d-GFP revealed that

the scattering intensity exhibited a drastic increase in the

whole q range compared with that of empty MOF in 50%

D2O. Particularly, along with increasing the loading

amounts of d-GFP, a broad shoulder ascends in the mid

q region near ∼0.04 Å−1, diagnostic of the hosted d-GFP.

Collectively, these results confirmed the successful en-

capsulation of d-GFP. Further analysis and three-dimen-

sion reconstruction have shown that each d-GFP

monomer was not denatured but maintained its native

conformation, and tended to arrange closely and assem-

bled multimers inside the mesopores of MOF-919, partic-

ularly, at high loading amounts due to the existence of

protein-protein interactions and the confinement effect.

In this way, we have developed a novel and noninvasive

approach to probe the behaviors of biomolecules in the

nanospaces of MOFs by taking advantage of sophisticat-

ed techniques; this will be of importance for applications,

including catalysis.

Pore encapsulation has also been extensively expand-

ed by other groups to prepare composite catalysts.

Among them, Farha’s group5 has contributed significant-

ly with several intriguing works using judiciously

designed high-stability zirconium-based mesoporous

MOFs and variable biomolecules with different function-

alities. Particularly, NU-1000, consisting of 8-connected

Zr6 nodes and 4-connected linkers of 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-

benzoic-acid)pyrene (H4TBAPy) ligand, was utilized as a

superior support for accommodating guest molecules

because of its formation of hierarchical triangular and

hexagonal mesoporous structures with the size of ∼30 Å

and micropores with the size of ∼12 Å.5 In representative

work, NU-1000 was selected to accommodate an ester-

ase cutinase (3 × 3 × 4.5 nm) because of its appropriate

porosity and resistance to reaction conditions.24 To

quantify the uptake of cutinase by NU-1000-5 μm, UV–

visible spectroscopy and inductively coupled plasma-

optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) were utilized

together giving a maximum uptake of 5 μmol/g. Further-

more, in situ confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)

was employed to elucidate the dynamics of enzyme

loading into the pores of NU-1000. Deploying an Alexa-

Fluor 647-labeled enzyme (Cut647), it was demonstrat-

ed that the dye-labeled enzyme entered the MOF and

was directed to the center of NU-1000 as a function of

immersion time. Additionally, the size of NU-1000 parti-

cles was found to indeed affect the enzyme encapsula-

tion process, affording a 10-fold increase in efficiency by

decreasing the size from 10 to 1.5 μm. The interaction

between cutinase and NU-1000 has also been discussed

and is attributed to columbic forces, as isoelectric point

determinations gave values of approximately pH 7.8 and

pH 4.3 for cutinase and NU-1000, respectively, corre-

sponding to the generation of positive and negative

charged species in a pH 7 buffer solution. NU-1000 has

also been successfully employed to encapsulate and

stabilize the protein, insulin (1.3 × 1.3 × 3.2 nm) because

of the electrostatic and/or hydrophobic interactions be-

tween insulin and the MOF surface.25 Successively, a

catalytically active enzyme cytochrome c (Cyt c,

3.2 × 2.7 × 3.8 nm) has also been introduced into the

nanospace of NU-1000.26 In another work, the pore envi-

ronment of NU-1000 was pre-ornamented by the amino

acids L-serine and betaine to investigate how the chemi-

cal environment of pores affect the subsequent encap-

sulation of the protein ubiquitin (1.9 × 1.9 × 2.4).27 Farha’s

group28 also reported the application MOF consisting of

porous coordination network yellow material (PCN-

128y), with a mesoporous channel of 4.4 nm to shield

organophosphorus acid anhydrolase (OPAA; 4.4 × 4.4 ×
7.8 nm), which is a nerve agent detoxifying enzyme. Very

recently, they devised a semi-artificial photocatalytic

system by incorporating formate dehydrogenase (FDH;

6 × 4 × 11 nm) into light-harvesting scaffold NU-1006

which was pre-anchored by an electron-mediator

Rhodium (Rh) complex (Cp*Rh(bpydc)Cl, bpydc = 2,2′-

bipyridyl-5,5′-dicarboxylic acid).29 This collection of im-

pressive work has largely expanded and diversified the

field of using MOFs as a tunable platform for protecting

enzymes and other proteins from denaturation via pore

encapsulation.

Similarly, the enzyme esterase Alicyclobacillus acido-

caldarius EST2 (AaEST2) has been incorporated into the

pores of NU-1000 by simply immersing NU-1000 powder

into Tris-buffered solutions containing a specific amount

of esterase AaEST2.30 Apart from the utilization of afore-

mentioned NU-series MOFs as porous supports for en-

capsulation, PCN-333(Al),31 The chromium terephthalate

MOF (MIL-101 series; MIL = Matérial Institut Lavoisier),32

and a zirconium family of MOF (UIO-67; UIO = University

of Oslo)33 have also been successfully implemented as
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enzyme encapsulation supports by different research

groups. It should be emphasized that all these examples

confirm how the diameter match between MOF pore and

guest species plays a crucial role in successful pore

encapsulation. In addition, possible interactions between

host and guest should also be adequately considered, as

these play a pivotal role in guest loading. Complementary

characterizations based on advanced instruments and

techniques have been comprehensively established for

verifying the successful encapsulation, quantifying the

uptake amount, disclosing mutual interactions, and visu-

alizing the spatial arrangement of encapsulated catalyti-

cally active molecules. These techniques are valuable for

rational catalyst design toward optimized performance.

Chemical postmodification

Another important strategy for combining active moie-

ties with MOFs involves the utilization of chemical bond-

ing/interactions to anchor the two components. The rich

foundation established to date regarding the postmodi-

fication of MOFs facilitates both MOF design and meth-

odology and fosters the evolution of a new category of

catalysts using MOF hosts with active guest molecules.

With the guest moiety and substrate scope in mind, one

can readily search the MOF library for candidates with

appropriate pore structure, surface area, open metal

sites, and intrinsic/built-in functional groups. In the case

of a failure to find a MOF within the thousands reported

to meet specific requirements, novel design, and synthe-

sis of functional MOFs can also leverage the numerous

studies covering ligand synthesis and crystallographic

principles.

Amino acids are the smallest building blocks of pep-

tides and proteins; therefore, they are intrinsically linked

to biocatalysis serving as the source of chiral catalyst/

auxiliary agents, thereby enabling selectivity of asym-

metric catalysis in nature. Due to their small sizes, they

are efficiently manipulated for postmodification of po-

rous MOFs. For example, in 2021, the Tanase group34

reported the construction of chiral catalysts through the

coordination of chiral proline onto the open metal site of

MOF-74(Zn) which has a channel ca. 1.5 nm larger than

the size of proline. The amino acid coordinates to Zn sites

in a monodentate manner via its carboxylate group and

the coordination strength in N,N′-dimethylformamide

(DMF) is much stronger than in methanol, leading to a

better performance of chirality introduction. The strong

coordination of the chiral proline in DMF on Zn sites

resulted in controlled defect generation and pore block-

ing, likely to become powerful mediators of future cata-

lytic systems. Aside from postmodification at the metal

nodes of MOFs, the introduction of chiral amino acids at

organic linkers has also been reported. In 2021, theManna

group35 provided a general method for the preparation of

MOF-based single-site chiral catalysts with naturally

occurring amino acids and earth-abundant base metals.

As a prime example, UIO-68-NH2 was selected as the

platform to graft chiral amino acids, including L-valine,

L-alanine, and L-leucine via amide coupling between the

amino-group of the MOF and the carboxylic acid group

of N-9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (N-Fmoc)-protected

amino acid. This process resulted in the introduction of

strong chiral induction and plentiful coordination sites

within the pores of UIO-68-NH2. To further facilitate the

coordination of active molecules, deprotection of the

amino group and treatment with picolinaldehyde yielded

the corresponding chiral tridentate nitrogen-donor

amino acid-pyridylimine ligand functionalized MOFs:

L-valim-UiO, L-alaim-UiO, and L-leucim-UiO. From these

scaffolds, iron-based enantioselective hydrosilylation

catalysts were obtained via amide deprotonation by

sec-butyllithium (sec-BuLi) and subsequent metalation

with FeCl2; the final forms defined as L-valim-UiO-FeCl,

L-alaim-UiO-FeCl, and L-leucim-UiO-FeCl, respectively.

The maintained crystallinity during lithiation and metala-

tion, base-metal loadings, and porosity were readily con-

firmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), ICP, and N2

sorption measurements, respectively. To gain insight into

the amino acid-endowed chiral and coordination environ-

ments around Fe sites, complementary supports from

both experiments and computations have been pre-

sented. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)

and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)

analyses of L-valim-UiO-FeCl indicated that each iron

center was divalent and coordinated with three nitrogen

atoms of the chelating valim-ligand, along with one chlo-

ride and one oxygen atom from tetrahydrofuran (THF).

Meanwhile, the density functional theory (DFT)-opti-

mized structure was consistent with the EXAFS fitting

results, revealing a five-coordinate iron species of

L-valim-FeCl(THF) within the MOF as the ground state.

Within a short time, the same group made another con-

tribution, offering a simplified strategy by using the chiral

amino alcohol (valinol) instead to functionalize the alde-

hyde-containing UiO-68 (67)-CHO via a condensation

reaction between the amino-group of valinol and the

aldehyde group of UiO-68 (67)-CHO, obtaining the final

chiral catalyst, following FeCl2 coordination.36 These

two reports have spurred the development of atom-

and source-economy catalysts desirable for practical

transformations.

Inspired by nature and building upon the seminal work

describing the incorporation of amino acids in MOFs,

the aim to develop catalysts with multiple interactive

sites and enhanced chiral environments has inspired

the expansion toward the incorporation of small peptides

in MOFs. The Mellot-Draznieks groupX has recently

reported the generation of a chiral heterogeneous cata-

lyst through the introduction of a chiral peptide into a

MOF in cooperation with active metal sites.37 In this

study, the catalyst was prepared from a chemical
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modification of Al-MIL-101-NH2 with the peptide

L-GlyProBoc (Gly: glycine, Pro: proline) via an amidation

reaction, followed bymetalationwith an in situ generated

[(C6H6)Ru(acn)3][NO3]2 (acn = acetonitrile) agent from

a commercially available dimeric (arene) Ru complex.

The Ru monomer coordinates with two nitrogen atoms

of the peptide-functionalized MOF to yield the active

catalyst. Interestingly, it was found that the metalation

failed when a single amino acid of proline was modified

on the wall of MIL-101-NH2. This finding was attributed to

steric hindrance between the MOF walls and the com-

plex; whereas the Gly component provided an essential

spacer to the coordinating amino acid.

The variety and diversity of modern synthetic chemis-

try empower many options to vary reactivity and selec-

tivity aside from peptides. FLP adds another dimension

to fulfill this option and has raised extensive interest

across multiple fields of the scientific community.14–17 The

definition of FLP describes the expected yet lack of

bonding between bulky Lewis acids and Lewis bases as

a result of steric hindrance, leading to the formation of an

interactive pair, which are found to be highly active,

exhibiting notable capability in activation of small

molecules (H2, CO2, etc.), C–F bonds, and C–H bond

under mild conditions. The rapid progress made in

homogeneous FLP catalysis has also inspired the ad-

vancement in heterogenous catalysis targeting reusable

catalysts with improved performance and reaction envi-

ronment compatibility.18,38–59 Our group has demonstrat-

ed the first example of constructing heterogeneous FLP

catalysts based on porous materials, including MOFs.38 In

a recent report, we judiciously employed a stepwise

anchoring strategy to introduce a classic FLP composed

of 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) as the Lewis

base and tris(pentafluorophenyl)borane (BCF) as the

Lewis acid into the nanospace of MIL-101(Cr). One nitro-

gen atom of bifunctional DABCO anchoring on open CrIII

metal sites of the secondary building unit (SBU) Cr3
(μ3-O)(COO)6(OH) of the dehydrated MOF MIL-101 (Cr)

established the crucial connection between MIL-101(Cr)

and Lewis base. Subsequent addition of BCF generated

the target FLP@MIL-101(Cr) catalyst. PXRD patterns and

electron microscopy images revealed that FLP@MIL-101

(Cr) maintained the crystallinity and morphology of par-

ent MIL-101(Cr). The successful introduction of FLP into

MOFswas confirmed by complementary results obtained

from comprehensive measurements. Firstly, the compo-

sitional combination of two parts was supported by

FT-IR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and en-

ergy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental

Figure 4 | The preparation and characterization of P/B FLP@NU-1000 catalysts. (a) The construction of P/B FLP@NU-

1000 via a stepwise anchoring strategy. (b) Solid 31P Magic Angle Spinning NMR spectra of Nu-1000-LB (LB: Lewis

base) and Nu-1000-FLP-H2 indicate the successful introduction of Lewis base and active P/B FLP-H2 to NU-1000.

(c) FT-IR spectra of Nu-1000, FLP-H2, and Nu-1000-FLP-H2 display characteristic peaks that suggest the successful

anchoring of FLP-H2 in MOF. (d–f) Transmission electronic microscopy and elemental mapping images of Nu-1000-

FLP-H2. Reproduced with permission from ref 56. Copyright 2023 ACS Publications. FLP, frustrated Lewis pairs; NMR,

nuclear magnetic resonance; MOF, metal–organic framework.
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mapping, showcasing the characteristic signal of each

component of the FLP. Moreover, analysis of the XPS

spectra revealed a 1 eV shift of the Cr 2p signal toward

higher binding energy, verifying the interaction between

the Cr metal sites and the Lewis base. N2 sorption test

results showed an evident decrease in BET surface area

(from 2724 to 1013m2/g) and a reduction in pore sizes for

FLP@MIL-101(Cr) compared with pristine MIL-101(Cr),

suggesting the successful anchoring of FLP molecules

within the pores of the MOF. By this means, we expanded

the solid foundation for the construction and applica-

tions of reusable porous FLP catalysts. Lately, we have

also prepared and characterized P/B FLP@Nu-1000 cat-

alysts that exhibited excellent performance for the hy-

drogenation of N-Heterocycles (Figure 4a–f).56 Our

seminal work attracted worldwide attention, and several

groups have since applied the stepwise anchoring meth-

od to prepare MOF-based FLP catalysts.

Similarly, the replacement of Lewis base DABCO with

1,4-dioxane/N-dimethylethylenediamine (DMEDA),44,55

and/or the exchange of BCF with mesityl borane MesB

(C6F5)2 in FLP@MIL-101(Cr) has been reported,48 result-

ing in the preparation of several functional catalysts with

diverging reactivities. Indeed, amultitude of SBUs belong

to the category of Lewis acids which can be amenable to

FLP chemistry. As an example, the Liang group49,50 has

reported the exploitation of Lewis acid SBUs to generate

porous FLP catalysts. In their reports, they selected

the Lewis base perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide

(PDI) which was postsynthetically connected onto the

organic linker of MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 via an ammoniation

reaction with the amine group, generating TiO5-x-

ligand-PDI FLPs. In addition to the activity of Lewis

acid/Lewis base manipulation on FLPs, it is possible to

incorporate extra functionality, particularly chirality.

However, this remains challenging as the development

of chiral frustrated Lewis pairs (CFLPs) for asymmetric

catalysis is still in the infancy stage. As proof of concept,

we have pioneered this idea of CFLP@MOFs by exploit-

ing bifunctional bulky chiral Lewis bases post-syntheti-

cally grafted onto the walls of MOF pores at one site,

leaving the other site to interact with an achiral bulky

Lewis acid.57,58 Such a demonstration could largely ex-

pand the library of CFLP catalysts, as well as provide new

opportunities for asymmetric catalysis.

Enzymes have also been incorporated into the nanos-

paces of MOFs by chemical postmodification. The latest

progress has been made by the Chen group,60 offering

a generalized defect generation strategy for enzyme

immobilization in MOFs. Typically, the incorporation of

guest molecules via postmodification requires guest

molecules and MOF’s pores to reach a size match. Based

on the size evaluation of enzymes, the pore size should

be larger than 3 nm in qualified MOFs, which is a serious

limitation considering the required stability under

enzyme-compatible conditions. To overcome this

limitation, as well as avoid harsh synthetic conditions, it

is imperative to develop a strategy applicable to MOFs

regardless of pore size for the incorporation of enzymes.

To this end, the Chen group60 used an enzyme as the

“macro ligand” to compete with traditional organic

linkers in coordination with SBUs, the resultant genera-

tion of defects promotes the transportation of enzymes

from the surface to the bulk. Specifically, the proof-of-

concept paradigm was realized upon UIO-66, which was

water- stable and possessed pore diameters (1.0 nm)

smaller than that of the selected model enzyme: lipase

(3.0 × 4.0 × 5.0 nm). To understand the immobilization

process and mechanism, an in situ super-resolution im-

aging system (SIM) was applied to monitor the time-

dependent distribution changes of the enzyme, referred

to as a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-tagged lipase.

Along with the time increase of immersing UIO-66 in

lipase solution, SIM images revealed that the FITC-

labeled enzymes began to embed in the outer layer of

UIO-66 crystals and proceeded to occupy the interlayer.

The successful accommodation of lipase by UIO-66 im-

plied the emergence of large pores, attributed to the

generation of defects during the enzyme immobilization

process. The release of the organic linker and the ob-

served coordination of lipase to the Zr sites using respec-

tive nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurement

and XPS spectra together confirm the successful incor-

poration of lipase by chemical post-modification induced

defects generation.

Bottom-up construction

Although pore encapsulation and chemical postmodifi-

cation methods can easily and efficiently incorporate

active molecular species into MOFs, they are still largely

influenced by the size of both host pores and carriers, as

well as restrictions by reaction conditions. This could be

supplemented by treating active molecular species as

SBUs or organic ligands for bottom-up MOF synthesis,

leading to functional MOF materials that incorporate/

combine active components. Porphyrins are a type of

well-known bioactive molecule, which also exhibit wide-

spread applicability in contemporary materials and ca-

talysis. In recent years, porphyrin MOFs have particularly

been studied, thanks to facile preparations from the

assembly of SBUs and custom-designed porphyrin

ligands, among which tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphy-

rin (TCPP) is one of themost frequently used.61–63 Even so,

the combination of crystal engineering and add-on func-

tionality at the porphyrin center have together generated

a tremendous library of porphyrin MOFs, which serve as

versatile catalysts. The Zhou group64–66 has laid a solid

foundation in this area and recently presented the mixed

linker strategy to examine the crystal structure and the

properties of porphyrin MOFs. To name a few, they

applied the tetratopic linker TCPP and tritopic linkers
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such as 1,3,5-tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene (BTB)

or 4,4′,4″-(2,4,6-trimethylbenzene-1,3,5-triyl)tribenzoate

(TBTB) in conjunction with different metal clusters to

produce two MOFs: [(CH3)2NH2]4[Zn4O]4[Zn(TCPP)]5
[BTB]8/3 (PCN-137) and [Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3-OH)4][TCPP]

[TBTB]8/3 (PCN-138).64 Specifically, two combinations:

(1) Zn4O clusters (vertices), BTB (triangular faces), and

TCPP (square faces), (2) Zr6O clusters (vertices), TBTB

(triangular faces) and TCPP (square faces) formed two

types of Archimedean solids (rhombicuboctahedron and

cuboctahedron, respectively), which accumulated to

give rise to framework of PCN-137 as a 3D (3,4,7)-

connected qyc net and framework of PCN-138 as a

3D (3,4,12)-connected urr net. This information was

obtained from single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies.

The phase purity of the as-prepared samples was exam-

ined by PXRD patterns which matched well with the

simulated patterns. In another study, the structural dif-

ference was disclosed by merely changing the way the

linkers were added.65 The one-pot reaction of BTB, TCPP,

and zirconium precursors yielded the three-dimensional

PCN-134-3D, while the sequential synthesis provided a

two-dimentional PCN-134-2D counterpart, undergoing a

Zr-BTB nanosheets formation and a subsequent TCPP

coordination. This work provided ideal platforms to in-

vestigate structure-property relationships of materials

with different structures yet identical compositions. In

2021, the same group presented an exploration of por-

phyrin MOFs with tetratopic ligands of very similar size

but with distinct photoelectronic properties.66 This in-

volved the usage of TCPP and TBAPy. In one strategy,

the TCPP was selected as the linker and photoelectron

acceptor to construct a two-dimensional TCPP-Zr-NS

MOF which was modified by a photoelectron donor of

TBAPy. Another strategy depicted a reverse way to

obtain the material by preparing TBAPy-Zr-NS MOF first,

then in coordination with TCPP. The Su group67,68 has also

contributed significantly to this area. Accordingly, they

created bimetallic functionality based on porphyrin

MOFs and fully exploited the synergistic effect. For in-

stance, the decoration of Iridium species to TCPP yielded

Ir-TCPPwhich served as the organic linker for Ir-PCN-222

synthesis. Subsequent introduction of Au into Ir-PCN-

222 was conducted with the intention of improving the

composite’s reactivity and selectivity toward specific

reactants.67 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

was employed to visualize the gold nanoparticle embed-

ded in the Au@Ir-PCN-222 obtained, and the elemental

mapping results revealed the existence and ordered dis-

tribution of both Ir and Au elements. To demonstrate the

generality of this bimetallic strategy in porphyrin-based

MOF systems and to seek catalysts of high efficiency and

novel reactivity, they utilized a Pd-centered TCPP ligand

and synthesized the corresponding Pd-PCN-222, which

was anchored afterward with different spatially isolated

single atoms (SAs), assisted by the connector of

4-aminobenzoic acid, offering a series of M-SAs@Pd-

PCN-222-NH2 (M = Pt, Ir, Au, and Ru) catalysts.68 The

presence and status of SAs were examined and con-

firmed by high-angle annular dark-field scanning trans-

mission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM), XANES,

and EXAFS. It should be noted that the porphyrin ligand

itself has long been adopted as a carrier of active sites.

For example, the Wang group69 reported the decoration

of hollow-structured PCN-222 MOF with single or multi-

ple components of single noble metal sites. The Lin

group70 prepared porphyrin-MOF starting from Ru2 pad-

dlewheel SBUs and organic linker TCPP with/without

ZnII-metalation. The Lan group71,72 further contributed to

well-defined and readily available polyoxometalate

(POM) clusters, including Zn-ɛ-keggin {ɛ-PMo8
VMo4

VIO40Zn4} clusters which served as a type of reactive

SBUs, and coordinated with diverse M-TCPP ligands to

generate a library of POM-metalloporphyrin organic fra-

meworks (PMOFs). The structure and photophysical

characterization of PMOFs have been well presented

(Figure 5a–d). Our group specializes in developing met-

al-metalloporphyrin frameworks (MMPFs) with custom-

designed porphyrin linkers via crystal engineering to

achieve unexpected performance in catalysis.73,74 Lately,

we successfully obtained MMPF-5 single crystals from a

solvothermal reaction between 5,15-bis(3,5-dicarboxyphe-

nyl)-10,20-bis(2,6-dibromophe-nyl)porphyrin (H4dcdbp)

and MgCl2.
73 We anticipated that MMPF-5, which had

a high-density of C-Br bonds throughout the framework,

could serve as synthetic halogen capsules with binding

pockets to realize value-added transformations akin

to enzymes. Furthermore, a set of MMPFs was prepared

to investigate how accessible coordination sites and

tunable steric hindrance within the cavity of catalysts

could affect their selectivity to both reagents and

products.61,74 In summary, the reports described above

provide guidelines for the preparation of porphyrin

MOFs and subtle changes that drastically diversify their

applications.

Compared with porphyrins, the availability and syn-

thetic ease of amino acids and peptides make them a

promising component in MOF design and synthesis

through a bottom-up construction approach. As a recent

prototype, we reference the work of Guo et al.75 in which

the synthesized chiral organic molecules, derived from

natural amino acids, including valine (Val)-, serine (Ser)-,

and threonine (Thr), not only mimic privileged natural

cinchona alkaloids at the single-chiral-site level with the

expectation to realize superior chiral induction but also

have been successfully used to synthesize corresponding

chiral MOFs (Val-MOF, Ser-MOF, and Thr-MOF) with zinc

precursors. The Pardo group76 also developed chiral

ligands H2Me2-(S, S)-serimox and H2Me2-(S, S)-Mecys-

mox, derived from amino acids L-serine and L-mecys-

teine, respectively. Considering the similarity of these

two ligands, the synthesis of MOFs with each ligand and
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mixed ligands of an equal percentage was attainable.

This provided appreciable models for investigating how

the host–guest interaction could affect the catalysis per-

formance of multivariate MOFs.

The majority of progress incorporating proteins/

enzymes within the framework of MOFs has been

achieved via bottom-up construction (in situ coprecipi-

tation/biomineralization). Without special pore-size lim-

itations on both MOF host and protein/enzyme guest,

bottom-up construction allows for facile preparation of

composites via a one-pot reaction in the presence of

protein/enzyme and precursors of MOF synthesis. In this

minireview, we opt only for the latest progress on

large-scale synthesis and exclusive characterization of

MOF-protein/enzyme composites constructed through

bottom-up strategy since this area has already been

extensively reviewed with several prestigious works.3–9

The chosen MOFs were typically among zeolitic imida-

zolate framework (ZIF),77–92 microporous metal azolate

framework (MAF),93,94 and so on95 families because they

could crystallize from water in which proteins/enzymes

could also maintain intrinsic structure and activity. The

Chen group96 has broadened the scope of the host by

discovering a protein-assisted crystallization strategy

through which a MOF of a new sod crystalline phase,

namely ZPF-1, was obtained, along with the successful

incorporation of the template protein. ZPF-1 could only

be attained from pyrimidin-2-ol and zinc ions in the

presence of proteins, without which nonporous MOFwas

afforded via traditional synthesis methods. This was at-

tributed to the fact that the sod framework, preformed

from zinc ions and the imidazole functional groups of

histidine amino acid in selected proteins, could further

expand to the resulting network with an excess pyrimi-

din-2-ol ligand. New techniques have also been applied

to accelerate the synthesis of MOF-protein/enzyme

biocomposites. The Falcaro group,97 for example, has

introduced the continuous-flow method to synthesize

BSA@ZIF-8. In their work, the synchrotron time-resolved

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was adopted to

interrogate the nucleation, and growth of ZIF-8 upon the

injection of the Zn(OAc)2 and BSA-HmIM (2-methylimi-

dazole) solutions. Amorphous particles were formed by

BSA and HmIM coordinated to Zn2+ in the first 3 min and

they subsequently convert into crystalline ZIF-8.

In the flow reactor setup, a Y-mixer was used to mix

Figure 5 | Featured characterizations of PMOF catalysts. (a) The scheme (left) and real crystal (right) of Fe-PMOF

three-dimensional frameworks. (b) UV–visible diffuse reflection spectra for different PMOFs. (c) The bandgap

determinations of different PMOFs suggest they are good catalyst candidates for photocatalytic CO2 conversions.

(d) Transient photocurrent curves of different PMOFs reveal that Fe-PMOF has the strongest charge separation

efficiency. Reproduced with permission from ref 72. Copyright 2023 American Association for the Advancement of

Science. PMOF, polyoxometalate-metalloporphyrin organic framework.
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Zn(OAc)2 and BSA-HmIM solutions for amorphous

particle formation, and a T-mixer was utilized to mix

the preformed particles with ethanol, which accelerated

the crystallization process. Furthermore, the particle

size of the biocomposite could be tuned within a range

of 40–100 nm by varying residence time prior to the

introduction of ethanol. Previously, the Ren group98 de-

veloped a microfluidic laminar flow synthesis of enzy-

me@ZIF-8 using a three-way mixing scheme because of

the involvement of three species (Zn2+, HmIM, and en-

zyme Cyt c) for the whole synthesis. Subsequently, they

devised a double-Y-shaped microfluidic channel that

could control the crystallization process by varying the

time and concentration of the third species at the second

Y to meet with the first two reactants, resulting in the

synthesis of composites with defects, which could not be

obtained in bulk solution under otherwise identical con-

ditions. In terms of characterization of proteins/enzymes

encapsulated in MOFs, in-situ SAXS techniques have

recently taken appropriate advantages to unveil the dy-

namics of the encapsulation process, as well as to reveal

the stability of confined enzymes at temperatures as high

as 70 °C.99 These studies have confirmed the successful

encapsulation of enzymes by MOFs via the bottom-up

strategy, as well as the synergistic effect MOF hosts

could afford to improve the stability and performance

of the enzyme guests.

Applying Catalysts of MOFs Housing
Active Molecular Species for
Catalysis
The utilization of the three major methods presented

above facilitates the construction of numerous materials

in the context of MOFswith activemolecules.With active

species of specific functionality in the porous region/

framework of MOFs, as well as the synergies between

MOFs and active species, these composite materials

could drive a wide range of significant transformations,

thereby propelling the industrialization of catalysis. In

this section, we highlight some of the most exciting

applications of catalyst@MOF materials, including asym-

metric catalysis, CO2 conversion, and biocatalysis.

Asymmetric reactions

The study of chiral molecules is directly relevant to

human health since our body is composed of plentiful

left-handed chiral substances, which exhibit distinct ste-

reospecific pharmacochemical interactions with foreign

chiral molecules. In pursuit of efficient synthesis and

facile isolation of pure chiral molecules, asymmetric ca-

talysis is the most efficient and sustainable method avail-

able. Asymmetric catalysis with the participation of

bioactivemolecules and/or molecular FLPsmay alleviate

the traditional reliance on noble metal active sites for

activity and the tedious synthesis of privileged chiral

ligands for selectivity. In this section we highlight inno-

vative advancements in MOF-based asymmetric cataly-

sis, conferring the intrinsic advantages of heterogeneous

systems, as well as synergistic enhancement of efficien-

cy, stability, and specificity relative to their homoge-

neous counterparts.

Asymmetric hydrogenation is a renowned reaction still

full of potential for optimization of cost and atom effi-

ciency, selectivity, and reaction conditions accompanied

by catalyst innovation. Interestingly, a group of molecu-

lar CFLPs, designed based on computational results of

hydrogenation thermodynamics and comprised of a sim-

ple chiral Lewis base and the bulky Lewis acid BCF, are

active for asymmetric hydrogenation of imines, attaining

a moderate yield and ee value in a homogenous man-

ner.57 Based upon this finding, our group has conceived

up-to-date strategies for combining porous materials

with active molecular species to contribute new types

of catalysts for asymmetric hydrogenations. In our recent

efforts, we have successfully synthesized a group of

exclusive chiral catalysts using an operationally simple

method of stepwise postmodification in which CFLPs

were grafted onto open CrIII metal sites of MIL-101(Cr)

MOF dubbed CFLP@MOF. This novel material circum-

vented the issues of traditional catalysts, generally in-

volving expensive noble metals and lengthy chiral ligand

synthesis, as well as issues related to homogeneous

systems including stability, recyclability, and product

separation. Importantly, in stark contrast to the homoge-

neous analog, enhanced performance was achieved after

the introduction of CFLPs into the nanospace of MOFs.

This was attributed to the enriched FLP active sites and

enforced stronger chiral environment within MOF porous

regions, as well as the confinement effect in CFLP@MIL-

101(Cr). In general optimization of catalysts and reaction

conditions, the influence of different types and amounts

of CFLP and the solvent effect on catalysts’ performance

were studied. CFLP4-0.75@MIL-101(Cr) performed the

best among all tested catalysts in the hydrogenation of

(E)-N,1-diphenylethan-1-imine with a yield of 97% and an

ee value of 86% under 40 bar H2 at room temperature in a

toluene solution. This catalyst maintained superior per-

formance in recycle tests over five consecutive runs,

indicating the excellent recyclability of heterogeneous

CFLP@MIL-101(Cr) catalysts. Furthermore, we found that

CFLP4-0.75@MIL-101(Cr) was compatible with a wide

substrate scope, yielding a diverse library of asymmetric

hydrogenation products. This innovative demonstration

has inspired work across multiple fields to combine po-

rous materials and FLP chemistry, not only laying a solid

foundation for the design and preparation of chiral

catalysts but also foreseeing their applications in asym-

metric hydrogenation and beyond, including under con-

ditions incompatible with MOFs.
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In another report, we further demonstrated chemos-

electivity in addition to enantioselectivity in asymmetric

hydrogenation by taking inspiration from nature to judi-

ciously exploit the synergy between MOF and CFLP

functionalities (Figure 6a).58 Inspired by enzymes that

could impart enantioselectivity with intrinsic strong chi-

rality and might regulate another selectivity through

second-sphere interactions with auxiliary groups in the

vicinity of active centers, great progress has been made

in mimicking enzymes for the design and preparation of

catalysts to tackle challenging issues associated with

multiple- and variable selectivity for significant reactions.

Nonetheless, it remains a daunting task in heterogeneous

systems. We pioneered the creation of an “enzyme-

mimic region” (EMR) within the nanospace of a MOF

(EMR@MOF) by grafting a CFLP onto the MOF pore wall

and tailoring the vicinity of CFLP with auxiliary directing

sites (ASs); the chiral nature of CFLP could impart enan-

tioselectivity, and the ASs might regulate chemoselec-

tivity via preferential orientation of substrate via

secondary interactions reminiscent of enzymes. As a

proof-of-concept study, asymmetric hydrogenation of

α,β-unsaturated imines was selected because of its po-

tential in synthesizing pharmacologically valuable chiral

β-unsaturated amines. To this end, CFLPs consisting of

functional chiral Lewis bases and the bulky Lewis acid

MesB(C6F5)2 were introduced into MIL-101(Cr), which

had open CrIII metal sites and hydroxyl groups at abun-

dant SBUs, resulting in the preparation of EMR@MIL-101

(Cr) catalysts. It was found that molecular CFLP4 itself

could enable the hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated imine

despite indistinguishable chemoselectivity between

C=C/C=N group. Auspiciously, the MOF-supported

CFLP4-0.75@MIL-101(Cr) afforded the production of chi-

ral β-unsaturated amine with noticeably higher yield

(95%) and ee value (88%). In contrast, MIL-101(Cr) was

catalytically inactive toward hydrogenation. Additional-

ly, mechanically mixing MIL-101(Cr) and CFLP4 only led

to catalysis performance on par with CFLP4. These

results indicated the importance of CFLP and the tailored

local environment of MOF SBUs in mediating enantios-

electivity and chemoselectivity. The study on how the

Figure 6 | Catalysis performance of CFLP4-0.75@MIL-101(Cr) for asymmetric hydrogenation. (a) Schematic illustra-

tion of preparing EMR@MIL-101 for enantio- and chemoselective hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated imine. (b) Catalytic

performance of CFLP4-0.75@MIL-101(Cr) toward enantio- and chemoselective hydrogenation with different sub-

strates. Reproducedwith permission from ref 58. Copyright 2023ACSPublications. CFLP, chiral frustrated Lewis pairs;

EMR@MIL-101, enzyme-mimic region of the chromium terephthalate MOF (MIL = Matérial Institut Lavoisier), MOF,

metal–organic framework.
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type and density of EMR affected its catalysis perfor-

mance suggested that CFLP4-0.75@MIL-101(Cr) at

7.5 mol% was the optimal candidate among the investi-

gated catalysts. A solvent effect test screening three

common solvents CH2Cl2, toluene, and CH3CN, revealed

nonpolar, non-coordinating toluene as superior, likely, a

consequence of its lack of interaction with the polar

directing groups. In addition, EMR@MIL-101(Cr) exhib-

ited excellent recyclability and broad substrate scope

enabling chemo- and enantioselective hydrogenation for

a diverse assortment of substrates (Figure 6b). Since

SBUs of MIL-101(Cr) have been reported to selectively

activate C=O/C=N over C=C groups, we sought to probe

the interaction between catalyst and substrate by mea-

suring the IR spectra of CFLP4-0.75@MIL-101(Cr) sam-

ples before and after immersion into liquid (2E,3E)-

N-(tert-butyl)-4-phenylbut-3-en-2-imine. Characteristic

peaks of MIL-101(Cr), CFLP4, and substrate were ob-

served and reasonably assigned. Notable changes have

been seen after the introduction of the substrate to the

catalyst, including ν(C=N) redshifted (from 1679 to

1669 cm−1), and the appearance of a broad feature was

noted at ∼3350 cm−1. These observations were due to the

formation of imine-metal complex and formation of

H-bonding between C=N and hydroxyl groups, respec-

tively, revealing preferable interaction of C=N over C=C

in α,β-unsaturated imine with MOF SBUs. Complementary

results led to the proposal of a reaction mechanism

reminiscent of enzymes, showcasing second-sphere

interactions between the substrate and SBUs-mediated

chemoselectivity in-pore CFLP active sites, activating H2

in a classic heterolytic cleavage manner, as well as hy-

drogen bonding and π–π interactions regulating chirality

transfer from the catalyst to the product. This work,

which demonstrated the construction of selective cata-

lysts based on MOFs has been extended to other hetero-

geneous systems, inspiring asymmetric hydrogenation in

other porous materials, as well as other significant

reactions.

Guo et al.75 embedded platinum nanoparticles (1.8 nm)

as hydrogenation active sites in chiral MOFs (Val-MOF,

Ser-MOF, and Thr-MOF) by solvent reduction. Under the

same reaction conditions: 1.3 mmol of Pt, 10 μL of ethyl

pyruvate, 2 mL of solvent, 4 MPa H2, a reaction time of

12 h, and a reaction temperature of 25 °C, resulted Pt-l(d)-

Val-MOF, Pt-l(d)-Ser-MOFs, and Pt-l(d)-Thr-MOF cata-

lyzed hydrogenation of ethyl pyruvate with ascending

conversions though a detectable ee value could only be

obtained in case of Pt-l(d)-Thr-MOF. Using Pt-l-Thr-MOF

as the catalyst, solvent polarity variation from methanol

to isopropanol and toluene could substantially tune the

performance. When the reaction proceeded in methanol,

a 24% ee value was obtained albeit a 40.9% conversion.

While low-polarity solvents such as isopropanol and

toluene significantly promoted the reaction conversion,

it also resulted in a steep decrease in the value of the

product. The increase in reaction time with Pt-l-Thr-MOF

as the catalyst led to 99.5% conversion and 23.9% ee

value. Furthermore, conducting the reaction under a lower

reaction temperature (0 °C) resulted in an increased ee

value of 27.3%, yet at the cost of decreased conversion

(30.2%). Nearly complete conversion of ethyl pyruvate via

hydrogenation evidenced the efficiency of Pt nanoparti-

cles, and the successful chiral induction was attributed to

the effective formation of hydrogen bonding interactions

between MOF and substrate, as well as the presence of

chiral centers adjacent to binding sites. This work provid-

ed a good reference for the implementation of asymmet-

ric catalysis based on MOF catalysts and intrigued

important strategies for reaction optimization.

The synthesized chiral L-valim-UiO-FeCl, L-alaim-UiO-

FeCl, and L-leucim-UiO-FeCl from the Manna group35

have been examined in asymmetric hydrogenation of

ketones via a sequential hydrosilylation and hydrolysis

process. All three catalysts showed high efficiency in the

quantitative conversion of acetophenone to the final

hydrogenation product, while L-valim-UiO-FeCl achieved

the best ee value of 92%. The distinct enantioselectivity

of these chiral catalysts could be explained by the dis-

crete steric and electronic properties of different amino

entities present in each respective MOF catalyst. L-valim-

UiO-FeCl was found to transform various ketones to

corresponding alcohols with high conversions and ee

values. It had a higher performance than its homoge-

neous counterpart and could reach a turnover number

(TON) of 10,000. This revealed the advantageous effi-

ciency of a single-site catalyst and the unexpected

cooperation of its host–guest structure. A standard

leaching test showed that the leaching was less than

0.5% Fe after 10 runs. A mechanistic investigation uncov-

ered the reaction route starting from the activation of

L-valim-UiO-FeCl by LiCH2SiMe3, resulting in the genera-

tion of L-valim-UiO-Fe-(CH2SiMe3), which subsequently

reacts with (OEt)2MeSiH under the in-pore chiral envi-

ronment which favored an S-pathway and hydrosilyla-

tion product. They presented an indispensable example

for developing single-site base-metal catalysts that

highlighted the benefit of site-isolation of catalytically

active species confined within the nanospace of a MOF.

CO2 transformations

CO2 is of tremendous abundance on the earth because of

its inevitable production frommyriad sources. This raises

considerable concern as CO2 is amajor contributor to the

greenhouse effect. Thus, the transformation of CO2 from

readily available sources into value-added commodities

represents an attractive strategy toward the sustainable

use of carbon-based fuels. In practice, a multitude of

promising catalysts have been devised to implement this

strategy, aimed at industrialization. MOFs housing active

molecular species have also been widely constructed as
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catalysts and applied toward the exclusive transforma-

tion of CO2 into valuable chemicals such as CO, metha-

nol, cyclic carbonates, formamides, HCOOH, and so on,

under mild conditions.

According to the report of the Lan group,71 M-PMOFs

(M = Co, Fe, Ni, and Zn) were applied for CO2 electro-

reduction. The exceptional stability of M-PMOFs with

respect to temperature, oxygen, and KHCO3 aqueous

solution laid the foundation for their electrochemical

studies. Co-PMOF was mainly investigated considering

its superior total current density (38.9 mA cm−2), smaller

onset potential (−0.35 V), and overpotential (0.24 V)

compared with other samples, evidenced by Linear

sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves in CO2-saturated

0.5M KHCO3 (pH = 7.2) solution. The gas chromatogra-

phy analysis revealed that CO and H2 were the major

products, and there was no liquid product. As for the

selectivity of Co-PMOF for the CO2 reduction reaction

(CO2RR), the maximum CO Faradaic efficiency (FECO)

attained at −0.8 V was 98.7%, which was notably high.

Tafel slope calculation yielded 98mV dec−1 for Co-PMOF,

notably smaller than other samples. The favorable for-

mation of CO with Co-PMOF was attributed to more

efficient charge transfer and a larger active surface in

the catalysis process. These findings were supported by

the results obtained from electrochemical double-layer

capacitance (Cdl) and electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy (EIS) measurements, as Co-PMOF had a larger

Cdl value (12.17 mF cm−2) and smaller charge transfer

resistance (9.83 Ω). A long-time durability test with

Co-PMOF confirmed its composition, structure, and ca-

pacity maintenance for 36 h. The combination of POM

and TCPP in a well-defined structure realized coopera-

tion with each part to achieve an impressive perfor-

mance. Moreover, the same group applied M-PMOF

(M = FeIII, ZnII, NiII, CuII, CoII, and MnII) constructed from

M-TCPP and reductive POM for photo- and electrocata-

lytic CO2 reductions, obtaining high methane production

of 922 micromoles per gram and 92.1% FECO with Fe-

PMOF, respectively.72 Mechanistic investigations implied

that photosensitive iron-TCPP moieties could absorb

light energy and transfer photogenerated electrons to

the POM cluster for methane generation, while the abun-

dant electrons flowed to the center of iron-TCPP for CO

formation under the applied electric field.

Given that porphyrin-based MOFs have the tunable

redox properties of porphyrin species and the modifiable

reactive/functional sites of MOFs, various strategies have

been adopted to improve their CO2RR performance. For

instance, replacing one type of aromatic C–H with C-NH2

at TCPP drastically enhanced the electroreduction per-

formance of FECO from47.4% to 99.4%.100 The reason lied

in the fact that local amino groups served as hydrogen-

bonding donors to stabilize the Co-CO2 adduct interme-

diate and prevented the formation of the Co-H2O adduct,

leading to the promotion of CO generation and

compression of hydrogen evolution. Besides, accelera-

tion of electron transfer efficiency was effective in en-

hancing the CO2RR performance. Catalysts with two

dimensions could enhance conductivity and expose

high-density active sites. Recently, the Chen group101 suc-

cessfully prepared ultrathin two-dimensional Co-based

porphyrin porous organic layers, which exhibited a current

of over 200 mA in a membrane electrode assembly reac-

tor and maintained near-unity CO selectivity over 20 h in

CO2 electrolysis. In parallel, Dong et al.102 mixed PCN-222

(Fe) with carbon black (mass ratio = 1:2) to increase

conductivity, reaching a maximum of 91% FECO.

Chemical conversion of CO2 to liquid products such as

methanol is also desirable. Recently, the Zhang group103

reported the utilization of porphyrin-MOF Ir-PCN-222 for

selective thermocatalytic conversion of CO2 to methanol

via the hydrosilylation route, achieving 99% conversion

and 99% selectivity under a low CO2 concentration (15%

CO2 and 85% N2). Porphyrin entities constructed within

Ir-PCN-222 of a csq topology promoted the MOF’s affin-

ity to CO2, activated by Ir sites coordination by porphyrin

at N atoms for the hydrosilylation process in which a

concentration balance between CO2 and hydrosilanes

inside MOF contributed to afford excellent selectivity.

The transformation of CO2 to cyclic carbonates has

also been well documented. Continuous progress has

been made with MOFs housing active molecular species

as catalysts. Recently, porphyrin-based MOFs including

RhIII,104 IrIII,104 and FeIII105 centered TCPP molecules have

been demonstrated to be good heterogeneous catalysts

for efficient thermocatalytic fixation of CO2 into cyclic

carbonates. In pursuit of a more sustainable method, a

visible-light-driven chemical transformation has also

been reported with Mg-centered porphyrin MOF which

displayed superior activity over thermal catalysis condi-

tions,106 resulting from efficient ligand-to-metal charge

transfer that lowered the activation barrier of CO2 for its

cycloaddition with epoxides. In addition, bimetallic mod-

ification at the center of the porphyrin ring rendered

PCN-224 a better catalyst to achieve a higher yield of

cyclic carbonates,107 a consequence of activation of

both CO2 and epoxides via balanced acidic/basic site

concentrations.

Coupling CO2 with readily available amine feedstocks

has also gained widespread attention. In our own efforts,

a robust metal–organic cage (MOC), constructed from a

Cp3Zr3O(OH)3 cluster and Lewis acidic boronic linker,

could efficiently catalyze CO2 fixation into diamines with

the assistance of hydrosilanes in-situ, the in-pore bulky

boronic Lewis acid could form active FLP sites with

Lewis basic diamines added to the reaction solution.108

FLP@MOC activated both hydrosilane and CO2 to accel-

erate the production of benzimidazoles from a number of

diamines with good to excellent yields. This work offered

yet another example of the development of heteroge-

nous FLP catalysts for the activation of small molecules.
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The Su group67 has been particularly impressive by suc-

cessfully implementing formamides synthesis from sec-

ondary amine, CO2, and PhSiH3 with Au@Ir-PCN-222 as

the heterogeneous catalyst (Figure 7a,b). Under atmo-

spheric pressure and ambient temperature, Ir-PCN-222

gave an 89% yield and a good selectivity (98:2) for the

formamide product after 24 h, while replacing Ir with Rh,

Ru, or Pd led to substantially reduced performance.

Interestingly, the introduction of different metal nano-

particles to Ir-PCN-222 substantially enhanced the

performance of M@Ir-PCN-222 (M = Ir, Pd, Pt, Au) com-

posites, among which Au@Ir-PCN-222 was found to be

the most efficient, producing formamide with 90% yield

and 91:9 selectivity in only 2 h. As rationale, it was pro-

posed that Au0 (5d106s1) was prone to transfer electrons

to Ir-porphyrin units, thereby increasing the interactions

with CO2 molecules in addition to enhancing adsorption.

However, Ir-porphyrin was confirmed to be the active

site in Au@Ir-PCN-222, as no reaction occurred using Au

nanoparticles as the catalyst. This work provided guide-

lines for both CO2 adsorption and activation by MOF

catalysts with an integration of catalytically active por-

phyrins and other functional units.

Biocatalysis

The utilization of enzyme-mimicking catalysts for bioca-

talysis is a straightforward application. Peroxidation of

organic molecules is one of the most widely used model

reactions to examine the performance of various

catalysts with the addition of hydrogen peroxide. To

check the activity of MP-11 encapsulated in Tb-mesoMOF,

we used resultant MP-11@Tb-mesoMOF as the catalyst

for 3,5-dit-butyl-catechol (DTBC) peroxidation in the

presence of 10 mM H2O2 (methanol solution) at room

temperature.20 Separately, MP-11 and Tb-mesoMOF could

only drive the transformation to a low extent, as MP-11

began to aggregate within 3 min and Tb-mesoMOF

exhibited poor activity. In contrast, a significantly higher

yield (48.7%) was obtained using the catalyst of MP-

11@Tb-mesoMOF. This result indicated the successful

encapsulation of MP-11 into Tb-mesoMOF to construct

a microperoxidase that achieved enhanced stability and

performance. In comparison to the mesoporous silicate

and alumosilicate matrices, with uniform cylindrical

pores widely studied in enzyme immobilization such as

multi-chip-module (MCM), MP-11@MCM-41 has also been

prepared and used for peroxidation tests. Although it

exhibited a faster reaction rate of 3.57 × 10−5 mM/s, MP-

11@MCM-41 could only reach 17% conversion because the

catalyst was deactivated as a consequence of leaching

MP-11 during the reaction process. This indicated that the

selection of a matrix with proper pore size and robust-

ness is of great importance. Considering the convenience

of conducting and tracing peroxidation, research groups

across the world have since adopted the same methods

to test the activity of peroxidase@MOF systems

(Figure 8a–d).3–8 In addition, this work has inspired other

encapsulated enzymatic reactions, thanks to the im-

mense diversity and variety of enzymes. Examples

Figure 7 | Catalysis performance of Au@porphyrin-Ir-PCN-222 for CO2 transformation. (a) Schematic illustration of

CO2 adsorption, diffusion, and activation in the inner cavities of Au@Ir-PCN-222. (b) The catalysis performance of

producing formamides via CO2 reduction and aminolysis. Reproduced with permission from ref 67. Copyright 2020

ACS Publications.
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include selective peptide bond cleavage using pro-

teases,109 and hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl acetate using

esterases,110 to name just a few.

Other catalysis categories

The combination of MOF and active molecular species

endows rich reactivity of the resultant catalysts. In addi-

tion to asymmetric transformations, CO2 conversions,

and biocatalysis, MOF encapsulated catalysts have been

presented in the context of hydrogen evolution,68,70,111–114

C–C and C–X coupling reactions,115 C–H activation,116 CH4

oxidation,117 and so on, have also been implemented with

exciting results, promising to meet the ever-growing

demands and requirements of chemical industries to-

ward supplying pharmaceuticals, energy, commodity

chemicals, and other advanced materials.

Conclusion and Outlook
In the pursuit of heterogenous catalysts achieving high

specificity, high selectivity, and high efficiency like

enzymes, different types of active molecular species

such as enzymes, peptides, amino acids, porphyrins, and

FLPs have been grafted or encapsulated into MOF hosts.

This strategy could not only improve the stability but also

synergistically enrich the reactivity of guest species,

thereby leading to enhanced performance, as well as

stability. The modular nature of MOF design and synthe-

sis, together with the widely available sources of active

molecular species yielded facile and flexible combina-

tions through multiple methods. In this minireview, we

summarized three approaches, namely pore encapsula-

tion, chemical postmodification, and bottom-up con-

struction. By far, pore encapsulation has been the

principal method used to combine each unit by simply

mixing them in a liquid solution. Nevertheless, the size

match between the MOF host and molecular guest plays

a crucial role in affording high encapsulation efficiency

and low leaching possibility of guest molecules. More-

over, there remains a significant opportunity to elucidate

the fundamental interactions and dynamics between

MOF, encapsulated molecules, and substrate, as well as

reveal the conformation of encapsulated molecules

Figure 8 | Catalysis performance of Cyt c@NU-1000 in biocatalysis. (a) The H2O2 oxidation performance catalyzed

by Cyt c and Cyt c@NU-1000 shows that the latter has a notably higher efficiency. (b) The analyzed calorimetric data

for the multiple injections of H2O2 into reaction solutions containing Cyt c or Cyt c@NU-1000 indicate that Cyt c@NU-

1000 shows a higher rate because of more heat release. The configurational difference of Cyt C in water (c) and inside

NU-1000 (d), namely different coordination of the Cyt c heme active siteswith changed distribution of P(D), N (His 18),

S (Met 80), and C (Pro 30), leading to distinct performance. Reproduced with permission from ref 26. Copyright 2020

ACS Publications.
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through instrumental and conceptual innovation. The

prominent chemical postmodification method provides

a powerful strategy to exert molecular level control with

high accuracy on the nanoenvironment of a MOF to

achieve groundbreaking advances. Nonetheless, judi-

cious selection regarding the chemical functionality of

each component is crucial to ensure compatibility of

robustness and the pore size of the MOF host must also

be considered. These requirements have inspired the

development of spectroscopic methodologies to detect

subtle changes resulting from the formation of chemical

bonds/interactions and have intrigued the design and

synthesis of diverse functional MOFs. Finally, the bottom-

up construction has largely overcome the issue of size

match between each unit, albeit resulting in a rising

complexity in SBUs/organic linker design and synthesis,

as well as challenging structural determination of resul-

tant MOFs. We anticipate that in the future, the limita-

tions on both MOFs and active molecular species will be

considerably mitigated with the assistance of artificial

intelligence for morphological/compositional screening

and structural prediction.

Upon the acquisition of numerous catalysts of MOF

housing active molecular species, their applications for

significant transformations have been particularly

reviewed. The intrinsic chirality of bioactive molecules

incorporated in MOFs made them particularly advanta-

geous for heterogeneous asymmetric catalysis. The

progress of successful implementation of highly valuable

transformations including asymmetric hydrogenation,

particularly, empowered by single-site base metal in

exceptional efficiency, as converged attention from

across broad fields. Notably, recyclable catalysts pre-

pared by the introduction of CFLPs into MOFs have

opened new opportunities for asymmetric hydrogena-

tion and more. Interestingly, despite the obvious trajec-

tory, the direct utilization of MOFs housing enzymes as

catalysts for asymmetric reactivity has not been suffi-

ciently probed, perhaps due to the difficulty in selecting

and purifying an enzyme of small size and proper stabili-

ty. At this stage, the construction of peptides@MOFs118 as

well as the biomimetic frameworks119 for asymmetric

reactions may remain feasible choices. We anticipate

that fruitful endeavors will continue rapidly to satisfy the

rising demand for chiral substances, and the utility of

MOFs housing active molecular species will be one of the

most promising catalyst paradigms with the potential for

realizing new-to-nature reactivities. Of particularly criti-

cal importance, the functional catalysts reviewed herein

competent for the catalysis of CO2 conversion strategies

have the potential to provide solutions for remediating

issues of ever-increasing global CO2 emissions. Although

most of the reported catalysts still largely rely on external

energy input such as heat/electricity to achieve reason-

able efficiency, sustainable plans, seeking photoinduced/

enzymatic routes are also underway. In terms of active

molecular species used in the construction of composite

MOF catalysts for CO2 conversion, porphyrins will con-

tinue to be a promising platform thanks to their diverse

and finely tunable qualities. Meanwhile, FLP@MOF is an

emerging paradigm, which may prove to be a valuable

candidate for selective CO2 conversion under mild con-

ditions. Furthermore, opportunity abounds in the estab-

lishment of novel catalytic systems to convert CO2 into

multicarbon products and realize net-zero carbon-based

fuel production, as the major product of CO2 reduction

remains the undesirable CO in most current systems.

Therefore, explicit mechanistic investigation, which,

in turn, aids rational, task-specific catalyst design by

combining active molecular species and MOFs,120 is

imperative.

To date, fruitful progress has been made in a multitude

of reaction systems with catalysts of active molecular

species incorporated in MOFs, yet the design and appli-

cation of these catalysts are still in their infancy. On one

hand, efforts must be made to improve the stability of

catalysts resistant to highly acidic/basic reaction condi-

tions. On the other hand, in the pursuit of target applica-

tions, efforts need to pivot from maximizing the activity

of individual units towards the complementary design of

host–guest cooperative reactivity to realize more impor-

tant and/or complex transformations. Additionally, the

continued development of earth-abundant element cat-

alysts (e.g. main-group and base-metal elements) should

be prioritized to yield practical and scalable materials to

meet rising demand.121 In short, this minireview sum-

marizes the construction of recyclable catalysts achieved

through the introduction of active molecular species into

MOF structures for enhanced catalytic performance over

the past five years; we hope the corresponding outlook

provided also inspires the reader to contribute and ex-

pand this area in new and exciting directions.
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